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Abst rac t - -The  well-known transportation problem [1] is often represented by a bipartite network 
that consists of two node-sets, i.e., sets of supply (or plant) and demand (or warehouse) nodes. The 
problem is to determine a flow such that the total transportation cost is minimized. However, in 
some situations, the values of supplies and demands may not be determined rigidly. Accordingly, we 
considered a fuzzy version of the transportation problem by introducing two kinds of membership 
functions which characterize fuzzy supplies and fuzzy demands [2]. The objective is to determine 
an optimal flow that maximizes the smallest value of all membership functions under the constraint 
that the total transportation cost must not exceed a certain upper limit. In this paper, we generalize 
the fuzzy transportation problem. That is, an integral constraint of flow is added to the problem. 
We call it IFTP: Integer Fuzzy Transportation Problem, in which it is assumed that every value of 
supply and demand is integer and that the values of commodities to be transported are all integers. 
Keywords--Transportat ion problem, Fuzzy supply, Fuzzy demand, Membership function, Inte- 
gral constraint, Budget constraint. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known transportat ion problem [1] is often represented by a bipartite network that  
consists of two node-sets, i.e., sets of supply (or plant) and demand (or warehouse) nodes. The 
problem is to determine a flow such that  the total transportat ion cost is minimized. 
In order to overcome the real situation in which there exists vagueness and difficulty determin- 
ing the amounts of supplies and demands as crisp numbers, the vagueness was often considered 
as the stochastic type which can properly be modelled by using probabil ity theory. For example, 
the idea of a "parametric transportat ion problem" was considered. That  is, assuming the cost of 
each arc is given by a piecewise linear convex function, the transportat ion problem with uncertain 
demands and a penalty for short supply was formulated as the CCNF (Convex Cost Network 
Flow) problem [3-5]. 
There are situations, however, in which the description of problems is also vague, but in which 
the vagueness is of a different kind than randomness [6]. One of the most important areas of 
this kind is probably that  of decision making. From such a viewpoint, we considered a fuzzy 
version of the transportat ion problem [2] by introducing two kinds of membership functions [6-8] 
corresponding to supplies and demands (we call it FTP: Fuzzy Transportation Problem). Each 
membership function represents the degree of satisfaction for the flow values sent from a supply 
node or sent to a demand node. It is assumed that  these membership functions are subjectively 
determined a priori by a decision maker. The objective of the problem [2] is to determine an 
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optimal flow that maximizes the smallest value of all membership functions (i.e., a determination 
of equitable distribution) under the constraint that the total transportation cost must not exceed 
a certain upper limit (we call this constraint budget constraint), which is given as a crisp value. 
As a generalization f FTP, we considered a fuzzy transportation problem with integral flow [9], 
in which we assumed an integral constraint such that every value of supply and demand is an 
integer and the values of commodities to be transported are all integers. However, since this 
problem was just a first step of its integral version, the budget constraint was not considered 
(namely this is not a full integer-version of FTP). As a result, there may exist more than one 
optimal solution with the same objective value. 
In this paper, we consider another generalized problem such that the budget constraint is added 
to the previous integer problem [9]. We call it IFTP: Integer Fuzzy Transportation Problem, 
which is a full integral version of FTP. In order to seek an optimal solution to IFTP, we must 
consequently check not only the corresponding objective value to some transportation, but also 
the feasibility of the budget constraint. We accordingly solve the problem by making use of some 
results and ideas of the previous papers [2,9], and also by introducing a certain new idea. 
Section 2 formulates IFTP after two kinds of membership functions which characterize fuzzy 
supplies and fuzzy demands are introduced. In Section 3, we briefly review the problem without 
taking the integral constraint into account (namely FTP), since certain ideas for solving FTP 
are necessary for solving IFTP. In Section 4, we discuss how to solve our main problem IFTP 
and present an algorithm for it. In Section 5, we show numerical examples of FTP and IFTP 
for a simple transportation network, where there are two supply nodes and three demand nodes. 
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and discusses future research topics. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF  IFTP  
We consider the fuzzy transportation problem on a bipartite network BG = IS, T; ¢4], where S 
and T denote sets of m supply nodes and n demand nodes, respectively, and .4 denotes the set 
of arcs from Sto  T. Let fs, and ftj be the total flow value sent from si E S and to t j  c T, 
respectively. In order to deal with noncrisp supplies and demands, we introduce two kinds 
of membership functions characterizing the satisfaction degrees of supply nodes (sources) and 
demand nodes (sinks): #As, (fs,) for fuzzy supplies Asi and #Ata (ftj) for fuzzy demands Atj, 
which are abbreviated to #8, (fs,) and #ta (fta), respectively (see Figures 1 and 2) 
1 if fs~ < as,, 
fs, -58, ~ Fs,(fs,) ifas, < fs, <bs~, (1) 
.8 ,  ( f s , )  = bs,  - 
0 if fs~ > bs,, 
0 if Aj < dj, 
.,a (f,,) = f,a-dr, eta dr, =Gt' (ft,) ifdta < ft, <et,, (2) 
1 if ft~ _> eta, 
where as,,bs,,dt~, and eta are positive integers. That is, for a supply node si, it is possible 
to send out some stocks no greater than as, unconditionally (i.e., P8, = 1), but if the amount 
of supply exceeds a8~, the degree of satisfaction decreases (i.e., 0 < #s, < 1) according to its 
overflow quantity because the supply node faces the "out of stock" situation, and it is impossible 
to manage to provide the amount not smaller than bs, (i.e., #8~ = 0). On the other hand, the 
membership function #ta for a demand node tj means that demand node tj does not require 
the value eta rigidly, namely fuzzy demand such as "a value approximately greater than or equal 
to et a'' (we may similarly interpret fuzzy supply as "a value approximately smaller than or equal 
to as") .  Moreover, the membership function #t~ means that tj is dissatisfied with values no 
greater than dtj. 
s 
1.0 
0 a~, b~, f~  
#t 
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Figure 1. Membership function tts~ (fs~) for supply node s~. 
1.0 
0 dt 3 et~ 
Figure 2. Membership function tttj (ft~) for demand node tj. 
Each arc (st, tj) links a supply node si to a demand node tj and its transportation cost cs~,tj 
per unit flow is associated with arc (si, tj). While the ordinary transportation problem minimizes 
the total cost, we formulate its fuzzy version in the following manner: 
IFTP: Maximize min {tts~ (fs~) ,#t, (ftj) I si E S, tj E T} , 
subject o Ef (s i , t j )=fs~,  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
tjET 




f (s i , t j )  ~ O, si E S, tj E T, 
f s~ , ftj : nonnegative integers. 






where f(si, tj) denotes a flow value from st to tj and C is an integer that denotes a given upper 
bound on the total transportation cost. Then we assume ~8~es bs, > ~t~CT dtj in (1) and (2), 
since otherwise any feasible solution has the objective value 0. 
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In the real decision making concerning the transportation problem, there probably exists a 
situation that the total transportation cost is known exactly as an integral number, but supplies 
and demands are given as nonstrict values. For instance, when source and sink nodes are inter- 
preted as factories and warehouses, respectively, supply and demand values are usually stated in 
a fuzzy manner. That is, if their values necessary for the description of the problem are deter- 
mined in accordance with various opinions of the parties concerned at every supply and demand 
points, then there may be nonstrict requirements like "though the minimum integral volume to 
be received is clearly determined, it does not matter how much more than that is delivered" or 
"the more delivered the better" at some demand point. On the other hand, at some supply point, 
there may exist statements like "the upper limit to be transported is clearly known as an integral 
value, and it is desirable that shipment volume should be an integer no greater than this limit" 
and so on. Furthermore, it does not seem unnatural that the upper bound of total cost (C of 
constraint (5)) is a crisp integer, since this value may be given as '% budget" decided by not the 
parties concerned but a decision maker a priori. 
3. FUZZY TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 
In this section, we briefly review how to solve the problem without the integral constraint (7) 
(i.e., FTP). The objective of FTP is to maximize the smallest value of all membership functions 
under the upper bound (5). The best equitable assignment is attained in the sense of "max- 
min," if all membership functions have a same value (we call it a perfect assignment). Once the 
values of fs, and ftj such that ~-~ fs, = ~-~j ft~ are determined, the problem is reduced to the 
ordinary transportation problem. Consequently, given the flow values fs~ and ftj that realize 
a perfect assignment, we can determine a minimum cost flow from S to T by using a suitable 
algorithm for the ordinary transportation problem (e.g., Munkres' method [10]), and we check its 
feasibility of the total cost constraint (5). If it is feasible, the current flow is optima/. Otherwise 
we must modify the values of fs~ and ftj in order to make its total cost less than the current one. 
This modification will then be repeated until the corresponding minimum cost flow satisfies (5). 
Hence, we concentrate on the problem of finding the optimal value of supply and demand that 
maximizes the smallest value of (3) among feasible solutions. 
First, we consider problem FTP without constraint (5). The following procedure is used to 
seek the optimal values of fs~ and ftj for this problem. 
Procedure  PA 
STEP 1. Set all degrees of membership functions as parameter O~pA aIld solve for fs~ and ftj; 
namely, derive the following equations: 
fs, = F-18, (SPA) , Ire = G?~ 1 (C~pA) . (8) 
STEP 2. The value of Q~PA is uniquely determined from 
F -1., (spA) = 1 (spA) , (9) 
s~ES tj6T 
and the optimal values of fs~ and ft~ that realize a perfect assignment are obtained by substituting 
this SpA into (8) in Step 1. 
REMARK. If the upper bound of (5) is not taken into account, Procedure PA always attains a 
perfect assignment. 
Next, we consider the case that the resulting total cost of the minimum cost flow for these fs, 
and f~ (which realize a perfect assignment) exceeds the upper bound C in (5). At this time, 
we must decrease the total transportation volume in order to satisfy (5), while the objective 
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value a of (3) is maintained as great as possible from the view point of the objective function. 
Accordingly, we consider the the following parametric linear programming problem FTP',  such 
that the total cost is minimized under the constraints that each of the satisfaction degrees at all 
supply and demand nodes should be no less than a E [0, 1]. 
m n 
FTP': Minimize C = ~ ~ es,,tj f (si, t j)  (10) 
i= l  j= l  
n 
subject to ~ f (si, tj) <_ Fs]l(a), i = 1, . . . ,  m, (11) 
j= l  
m 
~'-~f(s~,t j)  > a~l (a ) ,  j = 1 , . . . ,n ,  (12) 
i=1 
~ f (si, tj) >_ O, si C S, t3 ~ T, (13) 
j= l  
where the inverse function F~(c~) (G~l(c~)) gives the value to be shipped from s~ (into t~) in 
order that its satisfaction degree becomes equal to ~. Assuming that these functions are given 
by 
F~(c~) ---- p~, + q~(~, p~ > 0, q~, > 0, (14) 
G~(a)  = kt~ + ltjc~, kt~ > O, lt~ > 0, (15) 
we consider the problem DFTP ~ that is dual to FTPq 
n m 
DFTP': Maximize Z(c~) = ~ wtj (kt~ -F/t~c~) - ~y~ (Ps, + q~Jt) (16) 
j= l  i=1 
subject to wtj - Y~i <- %,t j ,  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  j = 1 , . . . ,n ,  (17) 
wtj >_ O, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (18) 
Ys~ >_ 0, j = 1 , . . . ,n ,  (19) 
where wtj and y~ are dual variables. 
THEOREM 1. The objective value Z(~) of DFTP'  is convex with respect to c~. 
PROOF. Given c~(1) and c~ (2), let c~(~) = Ac~(1) + (1 - ,~)~(2) where 0 < A < 1, and denote the 
,w(X) (~), optimal value for c~ (~) by vector ( t, , Ytj . Then 
n m 
tj Z._, ~s~ Psi -F qs~ol ()~) 
j= l  i=1 
= ~ W}~ ) kt~ +/t30~ (1) ~-'~II ('x) 
- z -~ ~s i  Psi + qs~c~ (1) 
"= i=1 
i= l  
-<)~{ tw(1)(kt~+lt~c~(1))-~"(1)(psi-FqsiO~(1)) tj i=1 YSi 
+ (1 - )~) w~ ) ktj + ltjc~ (2) - ~-" ~,(2) z.~ ~s~ Psi + qsi c~(2) 
: 'XZ(°~(1))+(1-)OZ(0l(2))  | 
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Figure 3. The relation between a and C. 
C~ 
In addition, the objective function Z(a) is piecewise linear and increasing since the term 
~-~j wtj(kt~ + Itjc~) (the first term in the r.h.s, of (16)) increases in a while ~ i  Y~(Ps, ÷ qs,a) 
(the second term in that) decreases in a, as is clear from the definitions of Fs~ and Gtj. Thus, 
the relation between a satisfaction degree a and its minimum transportation cost C, which is 
indicated by a function C(c~), can be pictured as shown in Figure 3. From the theory of linear 
programming, all the solutions corresponding to satisfaction degrees in a same subinterval have 
the same basic and nonbasic variables. Let a* be the optimal satisfaction degree, and a= and ay 
(respectively, C~ and Cy) be two distinct satisfaction degrees (respectively, total costs) satisfying 
OL x < ~* < O~y, 
(see Figure 3) and the corresponding solution matrices (~'x) and (~y) satisfy 
(3=) -' (y~), 
where the notation "-"  denotes that both sides have the same basic and nonbasic variables. 
Then C(a) has the same slope g(a=, ay) in the interval [a=, ay]: 
g (~=, ~,) = c~, - c~., (20) 
i.e., this interval [a=, a~] includes a*. Since the following relation holds, 
g(a=,c~,) = g (a=, a*) = g (a*, ay) ,  
we obtain the optimal degree a* from either of the following equations: 
a*=a=+ C-Cz  a* C~-C  
g (~=, ~) ,  = ~ (21) g (a=, a~)" 
From this a* and (8), we obtain the corresponding supply and demand values f~*' and f~'; i.e., 
f;*~ :-- F~l (a  *) and f~*t := G~l(a*). However, the total sum of / i f  is not equal to that of f~*'; i.e., 
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~ i  f~[ > ~-~j ft*~ holds. Note that this imbalance occurs whenever we update the flow of a perfect 
assignment derived from Procedure PA by substituting a satisfaction degree smaller than aph 
into (8). Accordingly, when we seek a revised minimum cost flow by making use of a method 
for the ordinary transportation problem (e.g., Munkres' method [10]), we need to introduce a
"dummy node" td, and m "dummy arcs" (si, t4) whose costs cs,,t~ are 0. The extended network 
is represented by BG'  = IS, T'; A']. After seeking the ~* from (20) and (21), we complete the 
solution procedure by computing a minimum cost flow for the extended network with f~[ and f~t. 
The solution satisfies 
(f; ) (s; ) ~" (s* ) ~ = ~, m, #tl ~ . . . . .  #t~ ~ = <- #s~ s~ , " " ,  (22) 
where S*~, (f~) are the net flow values to be sent into the demand nodes (sent from the supply 
nodes) other than t4; i.e., 
f;*, := f;*' - f (s~, td), i = 1 , . . . , ,~ ,  (23) 
s~ := s~', J = ~, . . ,  ~. 
Therefore, the optimal value of the objective function (3) is c~*. In order to find the c~* efficiently, 
we may make use of a binary search over most mn subintervals, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
4. SOLUT ION PROCEDURE FOR IFTP  
Now we consider IFTP without the upper bound constraint (5). We first make use of Pro- 
cedure PA. If all the values of supplies and demands obtained by Procedure PA are integers, 
the minimum cost flow pattern is immediately found by any solution method for the ordinary 
transportation problem. Otherwise, we must seek the integral values .fs~ and ft j  such that the 
minimum degree of all the corresponding membership values is greatest among all solutions whose 
values of supply and demand are integers, and we obtain the flow that minimizes the total trans- 
portation cost by applying any solution method of the ordinary transportation problem to the 
network with the integral fs~ and fts. 
Next we consider how to compute the integral values after Procedure PA. We try to update 
all values of supplies and demands as follows: 
L, :-- L/,,J, i=  1, . . . ,m,  (24) 
1~, := [f~31, j= l , . . . ,n ,  
where Lfs,J is the greatest integer not greater than fs~ and Fftj] is the smallest integer not smaller 
than ft; .  Then, although every membership value for the revised values ]s~ and ]ti is not smaller 
than that for the previous values, it causes an imbalance between the total value of supplies and 
that of demands; i.e., since ~':~ ]8, < ~, j  its, we have 
f (s,,t~) < Lj, j : 1 , . . . ,n .  
s~ES 
To correct he imbalance, we take the following two possible operations: 
(A) to increase is, ,  
(B) to decrease ]tj 
by integral values. Since both of them decrease their satisfaction degrees, we have to select a set 
of the values uch that the resulting value of objective function (3) is as great as possible. Let k 
be a value of the imbalance, i.e., 
?% m 
k = ~ rsvp] - Z ts.,J, (25) 
j= l  i=1 
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then k is a positive integer. In order to grasp all the resulting membership values obtained by 
the above operations (A) and (B), each time we increase (decrease) is, (]tj) by 1 until is, + k 
(]q - k) for every si (tj), we need to calculate the corresponding membership values. Now we 
introduce useful notations for taking the operations. Let Pi,h ("P" of Plant) and Wj,l ("W" of 
Warehouse) be membership values of #s~(h) and #q(1), where h and l are integers such that 
]8, + 1 < h < ]~, + k and ]q - 1 > l > ]q - k, respectively. Namely, 
Pi,h := #8, (]~, + v) , i = l , . . . ,m,  v = l , . . . , k ,  
(ft -v )  j=  l , . .  ,n, v= l , . .  ,k, Wj,l := #tj ~ , . • 
(26) 
where h = ]8~ + v and l = ]q - v hold. Using these notations, we need to calculate km Pi,h'S 
and kn Wjj's, and sort them (so-called "merge sort") in the nonincreasing order. The resulting 
sequence is represented by 
#(1) > #(2) > ... > #(kin+an). (27) 
It is clear that the k largest elements ~(1) >_ ... > #(k) among them are necessary for finding a 
way out of the imbalance ~--]i fs~ < ~j  fq.  That is, Pi,h and Wj,t in these k elements indicate 
that supplies £ ,  should be increased by h - 9~, and demands ]q should be decreased by ]q - l  
(namely, their resulting values are h and l), respectively. Note that if more than one Pi,h (Wjj) for 
the same i (j) is included in these k elements, the operation such that the value of index h (l) 
is the largest (smallest) among them is available (for example, in case that these k elements 
are/)2,6 _> W3,s >_ W1,9 >_ P2,7, the resulting value for s2 is 7). As a result of the operations (A) 
and (B) based on these Pi,h and Wj,l, the optimal objective value of this problem (IFTP without 
taking account of (5)) is given by the k th value #(k). 
However, there may exist '%ies" for the k th element in (27), i.e., 
~(1) __~ . . .  ~ ~(k) = ~(k+l)  . . . . .  ~(k+q), 
where q denotes an integer that indicates the number of ties. In this case, we can take all 
(k + q) operations. That is, although the resulting values denoted by f~, and f[~ may not break 
the imbalance, )-]i f~, >- ~ j  f~j holds (it is clear from the definition of membership functions (1) 
and (2)). This inequality implies that we can use a method for the ordinary transportation prob- 
lem by introducing a "dummy node" and m "dummy arcs" (recall the extended network BG' 
in the previous section). As a result, we obtain the integral minimum cost flow whose objec- 
tive value is #(k) and the total cost can be reduced by taking the operations corresponding 
to  ]A(k+l ) , . . . ,  ].,t (k-kq) (see the proof of Theorem 2). Let ( f~*, . . . ,  f**; ft*~*,.-., ft**) denote the 
resulting supplies and demands whose objective value is #(k). 
Finally, we consider the case that the minimum total cost which realizes #(k) does not satisfy 
the upper bound constraint (5). In this case, since the optimal value of (3) may not be included 
in the sequence of (27), we should prepare all the membership values possible to become optimal. 
That is, after executing (26) and (27), we need the following calculation: 
P,,h:=u,,(i;:+v), i=l,...,m, 
(28) 
Wj,z:=#t~ ~ -v  , j= l , . . . ,n ,  v=l , . . . ,K t~,  
where Ks, for each #s~ is an integer such that Ks~ = bs, - ]s~ - 1, and Kq for each #q is an 
integer such that Kt~ = ]tj - dq - 1. Similarly to (27), sort them again as follows: 
~(k) = ]3(0) __~ ]i,(1) __~ ~(2) ~ ... ~ ]L(r') __~ ~(r'+l) = O, (29) 
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where r' is an integer that indicates the number of the elements calculated from (28). However, 
also in this sequence, there may exist "ties." From a discussion similar to the above case (ties for 
the k th element in (27)), we can reduce the elements of the ties which have an equal degree to 
one element. The reduced element must consequently be taken all the corresponding operations 
into account. Accordingly, we have 
p(k) : ]L(0) > ~(1) > p(2) > . . .  > ~t(r) > ~(r+l)  = 0, (30) 
where r is an integer that indicates the number of the resulting elements, and the corresponding 
supply and demand values to #(v) are represented by f(v) (v = 1, . . . ,  r) as follows. 
Sett ing of .f~ and ftj 
First, set the values of the supplies and demands whose objective value is #(k) into f(0); i.e., 
( f ;  . . . . . .  ) f(0) := x , ' " , f s ,~ ,  fi*~*,"',fi,~ • 
NeXt, in the order of v from 1 to r ~, the corresponding operation to P~,h or Wj,~ for every #(') 
is taken. At this time, the operation for every v should be taken on the previous f(v-1) in 
order to decrease the total cost, if possible (for example, in case f(0) __ (5, 4; 3, 4, 2) and #(1) = 
P1,6 >/~(2) = 1412,3, we have f(1) = (6, 4; 3, 4, 2) and f(2) = (6, 4; 3, 3, 2)). Then, if there exist 
ties in the previous sequence (29) (before it is reduced to (30)) such that #(~) . . . . .  #(~+q), 
q + 1 operations are taken (for example, in case f(0) = (5, 4; 3, 4, 2) and/~(1) = P1,6 = W2,3, we 
have f(1) = (6, 4; 3, 3, 2)). For v = r + 1, set 
f(r+l) := (b~l,... ,bS~.; d t l , . . . ,d t , ) -  
Thus, we have the sequence (30) of the reduced elements #(v) and the corresponding supplies 
and demands f(v) to each #('). The minimum cost Cv, (obtained from a method for the ordinary 
transportation problem) with respect o f(v') such that v ~ > v is smaller than or equal to the 
cost C. with respect o f(~) (see the proof of Theorem 2). That is, even if #(v') is P~,h and this 
increase for fs~ does not decrease the total cost, the resulting minimum cost Cv, is not greater 
than Cv (since the augmenting flow corresponding to this increase is consequently sent into the 
"dummy node" td). Therefore, we efficiently seek an optimal flow of IFTP by using a binary 
search over the r elements in (30). Now we are ready to describe the algorithm for solving IFTP; 
its validity will be shown in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Algorithm IFTP  
STEP 0. Compute the values fs~ and ft# that realize a perfect assignment by making use of 
Procedure PA. If all the values are integers and the minimum cost computed from a suitable 
method for the ordinary transportation problem satisfies the upper bound constraint (5), then 
terminate (the current flow is optimal). Otherwise, go to Step I. 
STEP I. Update fs, and ft# as in (24), with the value of imbalance k calculated from (25). Next, 
sort P~,h'S and Wjj's calculated from (26) in the nonincreasing order and select the k largest ele- 
ments. Set the values of supplies and demands after the operations of Pi,h and Wj,l, respectively, 
as the values of f(0). At this time, if there are q ties for the k th element, the (k + I) st through 
(k + q)th operations are taken for the setting of f(o). Set V :-- 0. 
STEP 2. Compute the minimum cost flow 3Cv and its value Cv  with respect to f(v) by making 
use of a method for the ordinary transportation problem. Go to Step 3. 
STEP 3. If CV <_ C and V = 0, terminate (the current flow is optimal). If Cv > C and V -- 0, 
then go to Step 4. Otherwise, it is divided into the following two cases. If Cv > C and V 7t 0, 
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set L :---- V and go to Step 5. If Cv <_ C and V ~t 0, go to Step 5 after setting U :-- V 
and 5 r := ~'V- 
STEP 4. Calculate the reduced sequence (30) (based on (28) and (29)) and the corresponding 
supplies and demands are set in f(v), v -- 1 , . . . ,  r in the manner of the above "setting of fs, 
and fq."  Set L := 0 and U := r + 1. 
STEP 5. If U - L = 1, then go to Step 6. Otherwise, set V := [(L + U)/2J, and return to Step 2. 
STEP 6. If V ---- r and Cv > C, then it is infeasible. Otherwise, the current flow ~" is optimal. 
Terminate. 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm IFTP solves the integer fuzzy transportation problem in [1] O(max{ct 
(m, n) log r, r log r}) computational time, where ct(m, n) denotes the time for finding a minimum 
cost flow and r is the number of the elements in (30). 
PROOF. First we describe the validity of Algorithm IFTP. If all the values fs~ and ftj, calcu- 
lated by making use of Procedure PA, are integers and the corresponding minimum cost flow 
satisfies constraint (5), it is clear that the current flow is optimal. Otherwise, namely, if there 
exist supply values fs~ (demand values ft~) such that f< ~t [f<J (ft~ • [ft~l), we update 
them to integer values in Step 1 of the algorithm. After updating all the values of fs~ and ftj 
by ]8, := [fs, J and ]t~ := [ fql ,  all the resulting values consequently become integers, and 
their membership values #8,(~,) and #q (]q) are not smaller than the previous values #8,(f~,) 
and #q (fq), respectively. However, this causes the imbalance k (> 0) of equation (25). The 
imbalance ~s, es ]8, < ~qeT ~J implies that there exists the sink node tj,, such that the net 
- -  
flow value )-'~s,es f(si, tj,,) sent into t j,, is smaller than the revised value ftj,,. That is, the revised 
values ]8, and ]tj do not satisfy constraints (4). In order to remove the imbalance, we should 
execute the operations based on Pi,h and Wjj of (26), namely (A) to increase ]s, and/or (B) to 
decrease j~j by integral values. Then Step 1 selects the k largest elements among the k(m + n) el- 
ements Pi,h and Wjj, which are sorted as (27), and executes the operations (A) and/or (B) 
corresponding to these k elements. 
Now we assume that there exist q ties for the k th element in (27), and let a be the membership 
value corresponding to the k th element #(k); i.e., 
~(1) ~_ ___> ~(k) ~(k+l) ]A(k+q ) ,x 
In this case, we show that if the upper bound constraint (5) is not taken into account hen the 
optimal membership value is a, which maximizes the minimum among all satisfaction degrees for 
the supplies ent out from the source nodes and demands ent into the sink nodes. Let k' and k" 
be the values such that 
k' < k, 
#(k') > #(k), 
and 
k" > k, 
#(k") < #(k), 
respectively. If k' operations of #(1) through #(k') are executed, the imbalance remains by 
k - k' > 0. On the other hand, k" operations of p(1) through #(k") are clearly excessive, since the 
resulting objective value after executing these k" operations becomes #(k") (< p(k) __ a). Hence, 
the optimal objective value without constraint (5) is a, even if there are q ties for the k th element 
in (27). 
Next, when there exist q ties for the k th element, we consider how to find a solution of fa~ and fq 
such that the total transportation cost is the minimum among minimum costs of all flow patterns 
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which realize the same satisfaction degree ~. These flow patterns and their minimum costs are 
obtained by applying a method for the ordinary transportation problem to the network with the 
values of supply and demand after executing arbitrary k operations among #(1) through #(k+q). 
In this manner, we must find a minimum cost flow k+qCk = k(k - 1) ... (q + 1)/(1 • 2. - .  k) times 
and examine their minimum costs one by one. However, this manner is not so efficient and such 
a solution can be determined by applying a method for the ordinary transportation problem just 
once after executing all the operations corresponding to #(1) through #(k+q). 
To prove this, we use the following notations. Let M (k+q) be a set of all the elements 
{#(1),#(2),... ,#(k+q)}, and a set of k elements which are arbitrarily selected among M (k+q), 
denoted by M (k). Moreover, let Ck and Ck+q be the value of the minimum cost flow after 
executing k operations in M (k) and k + q operations in M (k+q), respectively. By executing 
not only k operations in M (k) but also some Wj,z in the set of M (k+q) - M (k), new imbalance 
~s,  es f's~ > ~--]tj eT f~j arises, where fs', and f[~ denote the modified values of supply and demand 
after executing these operations. However, all the excessive flow concerning this imbalance, i.e., 
~. ,es  f'~, - ~-]tjCT f~ > 0, is sent into dummy node td by applying a method for the ordinary 
transportation problem. As a result, the minimum total cost for the modified values f~' and f[j 
is clearly smaller than Ck. Note that the resulting objective value becomes c~. While in case 
we execute not only k operations in M (k) but also some P~,h in the set of M (k+q) - M (k), the 
minimum total cost for the modified values is smaller than or equal to Ck for a reason similar 
to the above case. Note that if the increase of f~, arisen by executing P~,h in M (k+q) - M (k) 
does not decrease the total cost Ck, the excessive flow concerning these Pi,h is sent into dummy 
node td, and consequently the minimum total cost is equal to Ck. Therefore, if there exist q ties 
for the k th element in (27), we can seek the solution of f,~ and ftj, such that the total trans- 
portation cost is the minimum among minimum costs of all flow patterns which realize the same 
satisfaction degree a by applying a method for the ordinary transportation problem after all 
the k + q operations corresponding to #(1) through #(k+q) are executed. That is, the resulting 
solution ff f /and f~' is obtained as follows: 
f~*' := ~f ' ( s i ,  t j ) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
j= l  
If;' := j = z , . . .  ,n ,  
i=1 
where f'(s~, tj) denotes the flow in arc (si, tj) computed by applying a method for the ordinary 
transportation problem to the network with the supply and demand values modified by executing 
all the k + q operations. 
Now we assume that Co ~ C in Step 3, and there exist some ties for the elements in se- 
quence (29). In this situation, we must decrease the current degree c~ in order to find a solution 
such that the corresponding minimum cost flow satisfies constraint (5) (this is clear from the 
monotonicity of function C((~) as shown in Figure 3). At this time, once an optimal satisfaction 
degree ~* is determined, we obtain the corresponding optimal minimum cost flow by making 
use of the ordinary method for the network with the values of fs, and ft~. These are calculated 
not from sequence (29) one by one but from the reduced (30) just once, similarly to the above 
discussion about q ties for the k th element in (27). This optimal degree c~* is efficiently obtained 
by utilizing a binary search technique over all the elements in (30) (Step 3 through Step 5) while 
checking whether a minimum cost flow (Step 2 at each iteration) satisfies constraint (5) or not 
(Step 3). 
Finally, we analyze the computational complexity of Algorithm IFTP. The required time for 
each step is as follows (let M = max{m, n}). 
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Step 0: O(ct(m,n)). 
Step 1: O(M 2 log M) to sort km Pi,h'S and kn Wj,l's, since k < m + n -  1, and hence at most 
(m + n)(m + n - 1), i.e., O(M 2) elements are sorted. 
Step 2: O(ct(m,n)). 
Step 3: O(1). 
Step 4: O(rlogr) to sort r elements (Pi,h'S and Wj,l's). 
Step 5: O(1). 
Step 6: O(1). 
Note that the number of ties at Step 1 is at most m + n. The computational complexity of 
finding a minimum cost flow (e.g., Munkres' method, O(M 3) [10]) usually dominates that of 
the sorting in Step 1; i.e., O(M21ogM). The loop from Step 6 to Step 2 is repeated, at 
most, O(logr) times. Therefore, the integer fuzzy transportation problem can be solved in 
O(max{ct(m, n) log r, r log r}) computational time by Algorithm IFTP. | 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We present numerical examples of FTP and IFTP for a transportation network, where there 
are two supply nodes sl, s2, and three demand nodes tl, t2, t3. The transportation costs of 
arcs (si,tj) are shown in Table 1, and C = 14 (the r.h.s, of constraint (5)). Each membership 
function is given as follows (see Figures 4 and 5): 
1 if fsl -< 2, 
#Sl(fsl) = f s l -7  i f2<fs l  <7,  
5 
0 if f81 k 7, 
1 if fs2 <- 3, 
#s2(fs2) = h2-6  i f3<fs2  <6, 
3 
0 if fs2 >- 6, 
{~_~_ i f f t l=O,  
#t~ (ft~) -- if 0 < ft, < 4, 
1 if ftl -> 4, 
{~_~ i f f t2=0,  
#t2 (ft2) = if 0 < ft2 < 5, 
1 if ft2 -> 5, 
0 if ft3 -< 1, 
#ts (£3)  = £8-1  i f l  < ft3 < 6, 
5 
1 if ft3 -> 6. 
Table 1. Transportat ion cost Csi , t j .  
s~ \ t j  1 2 3 
1 2 1 5 
2 6 4 3 





I I "4 ~1 
2 4 6 
Figure 4. Membership functions/zs~ (fs~). 
I I . 
8 f,, 
1.0 
#t~ #t2 #t3 
-\= \, i \, 
, I I I , 
0 2 4 6 8 ft~ 
Figure 5. Membership functions tztj ( ft~).  
Example  of  FTP  
First, we calculated the values of supplies and demands and realized a perfect assignment by 
making use of Procedure PA. From (8), we have 
f s l  -~ --5OtpA -~- 7, f s2  -= --3C~pA + 6, (31) 
f t l  = 40~pA, f t2  • 50~pA, f t3  = 50~pA -{- 1, (32) 
and --8o~pA -~ 13 = 14OlpA -{- 1 holds from (9). Hence we obtain the following values: 
6 
CWA = H (= 0.545), 
47 
fsl = H (= 4.273), 
aS fs~ = ]-~ (= 4.364), 
24 
ft, = ~-~ (= 2.182), 
3O 
ft2 = ~-~ (= 2.727), 
41 
ft3 = ~-~ (= 3.727). 
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These values are represented by fPA  __ (47/11, 48/11; 24/11, 30/11, 41/11) for simplicity. Next, 
its minimum cost flow is found by making use of a method for the ordinary transportation 
problem, and the resulting solution matrix (~'u) and total cost Cu in case of au = 6/11(= a PA) 
are computed as follows: 
24 23 0 ) 
~-  := 11 11 
7 41 ' 
0 11 11 
222 
Cu := -~- (= 20.182). 
m 
As a result, since C= = 222/11 ~ C = 14, we modify the values of fs~ and ft~ in order to make 
its total cost less than the current one. At this time, after setting at := 0, we utilize the idea of 
a binary search technique such that a modified degree am is given by 
Oq + a u 
O~m :---- - - ,  
2 
and seek a minimum cost flow 9Vm for the modified network with revised values calculated by 
f s , :=F- l (am) ,  ft~ :=C~l (am)  81 
(similarly to (31)). Then either au (upper bound) or al (lower bound) is reset according to the 
feasibility of constraint (5) for the resulting flow ~'m. That is, in the case of this example, we 
have the following result: 
0 + 6/11 3 
am := ~ 11' 
• ~'m := 11 11 
0 0 --26 ' 
11 
where f(sl,td) = 35/11 and f(s2,td) 




f (m)= (62 57. 12 15 26)  
' 11 '  11'11' 
117 
Cm := -~ (-- 10.636), 
= 31/11. As a result, since Cm = 117/11 < C = 14 0) (24 23 0) 
26 ~ 11 11 
7 41 ' 
~- 0 1-'1 1--1 
the lower bound al, and also the corresponding values, are revised as follows: 
~:=am,  (~):=(~=m), C,:=C.. 
After this revision, we obtain the following result: 
3/11 + 6/11 9 
am := 2 22' 
~m := 22 22 67 ' 
o o ~ 
f(m) /~229 105 36 45 67/22'22' : - - '  22 ; ' 
318 cm := ~ (= 14.455), 
where f(s1,~d) : 28/22 and f(82,td) = 38/22. As a result, since Cm = 318/22 ~ C = 14 and 
(.~"m) -- (.~), i.e., 
22 22 67 -- 11 11 , 
o o ~ o o ~ 
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we obtain an optimal degree from equations (20) and (21). By substituting the current values at, 
am, Cz, and Cm into ax, ay, C~, and Cy of equation (20), respectively, we have 
(318/22) - (117/11) 
g (az, av) ---- (9/22) - (3/11) = 28, 
and 
6 14 - (117/11) 
a*=~+ 28 
11 
= 2-8 (= 0.393). 
Hence we obtain the following final result: 
11 141 135 
a*:= 2-8' fS l= 28' fs2= 28' 
44 55 83 
(--) 44 55 0 C* ~'m := 28 28 83 ' := 14. 
o o ~ 
At this time, since there exist the excessive flows such that f (S l , td )  -~ 42/28 and f (s2, td)  : 
52/28. The optimal supply and demand values are obtained as follows: 
f .=  (99 83. 44 55 83) 
~'28 '  28 '28 '~ • 
Example of I FTP  
In order to compare two results of FTP and IFTP, we consider IFTP in the same situation 
that is assumed for the above example, except for the integral constraint (and hence the result 
of Step 0 at the first iteration of Algorithm IFTP is the same as that of FTP). 
At Step 1 of the algorithm, from (24) and (25), we obtain the following result: 
(L1,L2; Ll,L2,L~) =(4,4; 3,3,4), k= (3+3+4) -  (4+4) =2. 
From (26), we have 
2 1 
P1,5 := g, P1,6 := ~, 
1 1 
W1,2 :--~, WI,1 : :  ~, 
2 1 W3,3:=g, w3,2 := g, 
1 
P2,5 := 3' P2,6 := 0, 
2 1 
W~,2 := g, W2,1 := g, 
and these values are sorted in the nonincreasing order; i.e., 
1 2 2 2 1 >. . .  >P26- -0 .  W1,2=~>W3,3=g>W2,2=~>P1,5=~>P2,5=~_ _ , 
Since there exist ties for the 2 nd elements in this sequence (namely W3,3 = W2,2 = P1,5 = 2/5), 
we obtain the following result: 
f(0) := (5, 4; 2, 2, 3). 
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Based on the result at Step 1, the minimum cost flow with respect o f(0) is computed as 
shown below (at Step 2): 
~-°:= 0 ' C° := 15" 
As a result, since Co = 15 > C -- 14 (at Step 3), the reduced sequence (30) is calculated as 
follows (at Step 4): 
2 1 #(2) 1 
1 
> tt (3) ---- W2,1 -- W3,2 -~ Pl,6 -- ~ > t t(4) -- 0. 
Then we obtain the following supplies and demands (at Step 4): 
f(1) :__(5,5; 2, 2,3), f(2) :_(5,5; 1,2,3), y (3) :--(6,5; 1,1,2). 
After setting L :-- 0, U :-- 4 (at Step 4), and V :-- 2 (at Step 5), the first iteration is terminated. 
At the second iteration, we obtain the following result: 
~-2:-- 0 ' C2 := 13" 
As a result, since C2 = 13 > C = 14 and V = 2, U := 2 and ~ := ~-2 are executed (at Step 3). 
After setting V := 1 (at Step 5), the second iteration is terminated. 
At the third iteration, we obtain the following result: 
~1:= 0 
As a result, since C 1 = 15 ~ C ~-- 14 and L := 1 (at Step 3), the equation U - L -- 1 holds (at 
Step 5). Hence, the final result is as follows: 
9r*= 0 ' 
At this time, since there exist the excessive flows such that f(s l ,  td) = 2 and f(s2, td) = 2. The 
optimal supply and demand values are obtained as follows: 
f* -- (3,3; 1,2,3), 
and the objective value is 1/4 (-- #(2)). 
6. CONCLUSION 
The ordinary transportation problem is not useful to solve the case if the total value of integral 
supplies is less than that of integral demands. It is possible to solve this infeasible problem 
by relaxing all the supplies and demands as fuzzy supplies and demands. That is, such a case 
can be formulated and solved as the integer fuzzy transportation problem, where fuzzy supplies 
and fuzzy demands are interpreted as the values approximately no greater than the possible 
supplies (as equation (1)) and the values approximately no smaller than the required demands 
(as equation (2)), respectively. Under such conditions, fuzzification seems to make sense. 
However, it may be difficult for a decision maker to determine C, the upper bound of total 
transportation cost, as a rigid number. It is accordingly pointed out, as a future research topic, 
that the value C should also be fuzzificated in a manner similar to equation (1). 
Concerning the other topics, we will investigate more efficient algorithms for IFTP and bi- 
criteria problems; e.g., not only function (3) but also minimizing the total transportation cost 
(instead of constraint (5)). 
We hope that this paper will contribute to the further development of the field of "fuzzy 
combinatorial optimization" and help create more flexible and useful decision making in the 
realistic transportation problem. 
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